**Books or TV**

I strongly believe that you should get a TV because more people are buying a TVs than books. A TV is a right choice for you and you can get more information from a TV, for example, if you are looking for a job you can find one on TV. You can’t get a job from a book.

I strongly believe that TVs are better than books because TVs can give you the news and information. But books can’t give you news like TVs do.

I strongly believe that TVs are better than books because if you were blind you can still hear the TV and know what is going around your suburb and your town. But when you read a book you can’t see the words or hear the words.

I strongly believe that TVs are better than books because you can get more information from TVs and books cost money even if you borrow them from a Library you can get fined.

I strongly believe that TVs are better than books because a TV is the right choice for you and you can get up to date news from TVs but not from books. You can get information from TVs and the books but TV is better. You can’t see or hear any of the words in a book when you are blind but you can hear the TV. So agree with me on TV not books.